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With this video book, you'll learn how to instantly find any picture in your library, fix common

photography problems, clean up your images, add pop to boring pictures, retouch portraits, make

gorgeous prints, create photo books, and even edit your home videos. Tony goes beyond teaching

you how to use Lightroom. Tony shows you why and when to use each feature to create stunning,

natural photos. When Lightroom isn t the best tool, Tony suggests better alternatives. Combining

the benefits of video training and book learning, this video book gives you over 14 hours of video

and dozens of free presets and raw images to practice with. If you learn better with video, watch the

video training and refer to the book for quick reference. If you prefer reading, the book is concise

and practical, and each chapter links to relevant videos when you want to understand a topic more

deeply or see it used in the real world. Tony covers every aspect of Lightroom in-depth, but

structures his teaching so that both beginner and advanced photographers can learn as efficiently

as possible. If you just want a quick start, you can watch the first video or read the first chapter and

you'll be organizing and editing your pictures in less than an hour. If you want to know more about a

specific feature, switch to that video or jump to that chapter in the ebook. If you want to know

everything about Lightroom, watch the videos and read the book from start to finish.
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There are a lot of ebooks and hardcover books out there about Lightroom. This is the best!! Period.

There are several reasons why and let me explain why it is, at least to me.I'm semi-retired and,



though always interested in photography, I wanted to go further now that I have more time and so I

checked out Lightroom (LR). I have only been using LR now for about 3 years now, having started

with 4. I watched a lot of videos and read a lot of free stuff about it to start and that did help a lot. But

I wanted to go further as my photography was going further so I bought one of the popular books for

LR 5. It was great and also helped with getting a bit better with LR though I wasn't exactly crazy

about the writing style of that one.A while later, and mostly out of curiosity, I also decided to get

Tony's LR book, the predecessor to this one, and WOW, what a difference! Such a unique

approach and delivery. The written sections about everything are clear, concise and you know how

to use that part of LR when you've finished each section. Tony's speaking/writing style is

conversational and, with the video parts, you just feel like you are sitting in the room with him while

he explains things with hands on examples. I really like the way the link to the video is right in the

related section and clicking on it takes you right to that section in the overall video. So, you can read

a section or just click on the link and watch the video about it. I like to do both. In the ebook there is

enough text to clearly explain the function Tony is teaching but also the examples are well done.

The "before and after" pics not only show the changes in a photo but also the position of the sliders

that made the difference. Well done.So, LR 6 comes out. I didn't hesitate but pre-orderd the updated

ebook from Tony and I'm not disappointed. Why? For 2 main reasons. Sure, it covered everything

the previous book did but it also clearly notes and teaches the changes in LR6 so you don't sort of

have to start over to find them.The second reason deserves its own paragraph. Price. The original

book (with those great, linked videos that double cover each point of learning LR) is reasonably

priced, especially in comparison with a couple of the more popular LR books. Then, as if that wasn't

enough, the charge to update to the LR6 book was extremely reasonable again, compared to

others. I just received an email that the LR6 version of another LR5 book I have was ready. When I

saw the price for owners of the LR5 book my first thought was "Really? That much to

update?"Summary. This book is well written, covers LR very well in a knowledgeable but

conversational style, AND has the linked videos. Will I get the update to that other book? Why? I

have Tony's book. If  let you use an occasional "Super rating" on maybe a 10 star scale, this book

gets a 10 on quality, content, features, and value.Now stop reading reviews, buy the book, go out

and shoot, then come back and let this book make you better at post processing those shots.

I downloaded the Kindle version of this book and I like that I can read AND watch the videos that

come with the book! The link to the videos was a little confusing to access. First you have to register

your purchase and then you get an email stating you now have access to the online videos. Once



on the website, I kept getting an error message that I didn't have access but I clicked on another link

on the page and was able to see all of them. The videos are not boring! They are well-made and

Tony is easy to watch and goes through every feature of Lightroom. I've learned so much about the

program already and while watching on my Kindle I have Lightroom loaded on my computer and I

can stop the videos and practice what I just learned! I like reading the book, but I get so excited

about something I just read that I keep running to my computer to try it out. So the videos are great

for me but the book is a great reference and has lots of detail. This has been a great investment and

I have already gone back to re-do some photos that I adjusted previously while experimenting on

my own. I would definitely recommend it to anyone who would like to learn Lightroom but thinks it

may be too advanced.

This book is so much more than a book. I recently invested in Lightroom and had to learn how to

use it. While there are numerous youtube videos on the subject this book covers EVERYTHING in

every configuration of learning style you might have. Reading a book on software operation is

tedious at best but this one is done very well, PLUS you have instant access to videos where the

author himself walks you through everything with screen views and his own advise after years in the

photography business. There is even a facebook group that you can join and get feedback from the

author as well as other readers of the book on your own image editing. This photog team has

definitely covered all the bases and is highly interactive with their purchasers in the virtual world.

Absolutley excellent investment and I highly recommend it to anyone looking to learn how to use

Lightroom.

Perfect!I am just starting my adventure in Digital Photography and this eBook/Book has helped me

tremendously. Day one, I have learned more about Lightroom 6 / CC than I did after one month of

trying it on my own. I will be purchasing more books from Mr.NorthrupVery concise and easy to

follow at my own pace.Job well Done!

This Book is hands down THE best book available!! 14 hours of free video included!! I love how

easy the book is to navigate, the QR reader at the beginning of each chapter. The information is

very easy to understand for a beginner with GREAT tips for experienced users!! Hard pressed to

find better teachers or a better book!!

This is the best LR guide I have found. I am an experienced amateur photographer but new to LR. It



was difficult to find a book that gets you off the ground (the basic "lift off" book, including file and

flow management) and keeps you engaged as you get more proficient (detailed tinkerings with

presets, individual photo development, etc.). This book does both extremely well. I found the hard

copy essential at the beginning, and the videos more to my liking as I improved.

Tony is one of the best Lightroom / photography / Camera / Lens reviewers out there. I don't make a

move without taking his input into consideration. Also neither he nor Chelsea are beholding to any

manufacturer so they review honestly.This book is good for the beginner or expert, I use it for

reference as I have for all his publications.Thanks Tony for;1. Taking Chelsea out of circulation

and2. Providing us with great unbiased analysis
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